Week of May 17, 2010

The Other Deepwater Oil Production Problem:
The Decline of Thunder Horse Field
“U.S. dependence on imported liquids ....is expected to continue
declining [through] 2035... Production increases are expected from
the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico." U.S. Energy Information

Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2010

The United States has placed a risky bet that the bulk of its incremental oil production
over the next 30 years will come from fields upwards of 25,000 feet deep in the Gulf of
Mexico (GOM). Indeed, the EIA has projected that over 70% of all new domestic oil
production through 2035 will come from deep water wells in the GOM.
In February, water production in the Main Field exceeded 28,000 barrels per day.

“Our best
source of new
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The vulnerability associated with this dependence on deep water is highlighted by the
recent blowout at British Petroleum's Horizon facility -- both a human and
environmental tragedy. But while the long-term implications of Horizon are unknown,
another, and perhaps even more important drama, also is being played out in the Gulf.
Specifically, there is increasing evidence that both the ultimate production and
longevity of deepwater fields in the GOM have been greatly overestimated.

The Shortfall at Thunder Horse
Thunder Horse field was discovered in the Mississippi Canyon in 1999 and Thunder
Horse platform has been viewed as the prototype for future deepwater facilities that
would change the production profile of the Gulf.
Largest moored semi-submersible oil platform in the world
 Construction costs were approximately $5 billion
 Field estimated to hold more than 1 billion barrels
 Well depth of over 25,000 feet


Despite an expensive series of delays and the dramatic impact of hurricane Dennis in
2005, British Petroleum finally begin full operation at Thunder Horse in June of 2008.
By July, the main field was producing over 40,000 barrels per day and had a life
expectancy of
25 years.
Hopes were
high that
United States
had finally
found a way
to halt the
decline of
domestic oil
production
and reduce
dependence
upon foreign
imports.
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Hyperbole of Thunder Horse

Reality

 "Thunder Horse has pushed the frontiers of deepwater technology that will
be critical to our next phase of deepwater projects and to supplying America’s energy needs.; Neil Shaw, Sen-

ior Vice President, British Petroleum

"Thunder Horse was designed with an oil production capacity of 250,000
barrels a day. Clearly, it
never hit that level and

 The Thunder Horse platform exemplifies the revolution in energy production technology that makes it possible
to tap into oil and gas reserves that
previously were inaccessible." Gale

seems to be already declining.... there seems to be no
production plateau and it

Norton, Secretary of the Interior

appears that production

 "BP's success with Thunder Horse defies 'Peak Production' oil theorists such
as Matthew Simmons." Jerome Corsi,

WorldNet Daily
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may be declining by as
much as 25% per year."

Glenn Morton, The Oil Drum.

